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Abstract:

We conducted a case study on a subset of the MUSCLE CIS image benchmark of modern coins with the goal
to assess the potential of deep embedding learning for generating representative CNN feature vectors of coin
images, which are clustered class by class. In the course of training our models (CNN), we applied algorithmic
rotational augmentation to the coin images to enforce rotational invariance. While augmentation is a usual
procedure for regularizing deep learning models towards more geometric invariance, exactly that procedure
revealed an interesting yet precarious pitfall in deep embedding learning: its susceptibility to interpolation
errors. That interpolation bias results in distorted and ambiguous representation clusters of coin classes in the
feature space, jeopardizing classification capabilities.

1

INTRODUCTION

Image recognition of modern coins is an interesting
industrial task. It is a many-class problem with hundreds of different currencies, thousands of coin denominations, each coin with two faces, various types,
and versions. The so-called dies on the coin faces
with their stamped reliefs contain the most characteristic patterns for recognizing a coin type. However, due to wear and soiling, those can exhibit considerable intra-class appearance variations (Fig. 1).
On the other hand, modern coins are all perfectly
produced metal discs with mostly circular contours
which entails a quite low inter-class shape variation.
Ancient coins are different in this regard as they contain more geometrical intra-class variations. They
have been specifically treated providing support for
the management and safety of cultural heritage (Zaharieva et al., 2007; Huber-Mörk et al., 2008; Kampel
et al., 2009; Huber-Mörk et al., 2010). (Nölle et al.,
2003) presented a coin recognition and sorting system
for modern coins, which could handle hundreds of
classes. Moreover, from their efforts, Nölle and Hanbury extracted a comprehensive coin image database,
the MUSCLE Coin Images Seibersdorf (CIS) benchmark (Nölle and Hanbury, 2006) (Fig. 1). That data
set was used for further efforts in image classification of modern coins, e.g. (Reisert et al., 2006; Reisert
et al., 2007; Nölle et al., 2006). A good overview over
coin classification and identification in the pre-deep-

learning era is given by (Huber-Mörk et al., 2012).
For image classification it is essential to determine
representative features derived from those images. In
conventional image processing and computer vision,
such features were e.g. Fourier transforms (Nölle
et al., 2003), Eigen images (Huber-Mörk et al., 2005),
or SIFT (Lowe, 2004). Nowadays, usually a CNN is
trained, which implicitly comes up with relevant features directly from the image data.
Such end-to-end CNN classifiers perform well in
the classification task itself. However, these methods
have no reliable mechanism to be novelty-aware, i.e.
recognizing when an object class is presented which
was not part of the training set. Novelty-awareness
is crucial for a coin classification system, since there
are so many coin types in a potential real-world application and the likelihood of being presented a coin
type which has not been trained is high. Recognizing
such an incident would increase a coin classification
system’s reliability. End-to-end CNN classifiers are
not appropriate in that aspect. Implementing noveltyawareness requires a different (i.e. distance-based)
classification mechanism.
Deep embedding learning provides those tools to
enforce the generation of advantageous class-wise,
distance-based data clusters in the feature space. We
were inspired by FaceNet (Schroff et al., 2015).
There, embeddings of face images in the feature space
were trained with the so-called triplet loss ((Chechik
et al., 2010); cmp. Sec. 4.1). Based on such fea387
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Figure 1: Cropped example coins from MUSCLE CIS database. Top row: strong effects of wear and soiling within coin
classes. Bottom row: various coin classes showing effects of database inherent image pre-processing, e.g. visible conveyor
belt structure.

ture embeddings generated from face images, a simple person recognition problem could be realized by
kNN classification in that feature space. Meanwhile,
a lot of effort has been put into elaborating on that basic concept, all aiming to improve achieved clustering
properties, e.g. (Wang et al., 2017; Snell et al., 2017;
Yang et al., 2018; Gosh et al., 2019).
We initiated a case study on coin images from the
MUSCLE CIS database to fathom the feasibility of
a novelty-aware classification system by using triplet
learning. The MUSCLE CIS coin images had been
acquired in arbitrary angles and the available data per
class often only contain a handful of those randomly
rotated samples. Thus, we had to use rotational data
augmentation during training to enforce rotational invariance. While that is common practice in training
machine learning systems, we encountered a critical
pitfall, potentially caused by an improper choice of
interpolation method for image augmentation. In this
work, we solely focus on presenting and discussing
that observed impact of interpolation methods during
data augmentation. The classification system itself is
only sketched to clarify the role of the feature space.
The crucial point is that an unwise choice of the
interpolation method for augmentation has distorting
effects on the underlying data distributions. Since
augmentation only takes place during training, only
the training images would be affected. In the inference phase, one would operate on original images. If they were from a different distribution than
the training images, those deviations would perpetuate through the CNN to the feature space, ultimately
causing diminished classification accuracies.
We begin with a description of the used data set in
Sec. 2, emphasize the necessity for image augmentation in Sec. 3, and shortly explain the core idea of the
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coin classification system in Sec. 4. After setting the
ground, we detail the experiments targeting to highlight the effects of interpolation methods on the distribution of feature vectors (Sec. 5). Finally, we discuss
the results and draw conclusion in Sec. 6.

2

COIN DATA SAMPLE

In 2003 a coin sorting device called Dagobert was
built at ARC Seibersdorf research GmbH, Austria (Nölle et al., 2003). The coins which originate
from far more than 100 countries were sorted by
Dagobert within two years. From those data, the Coin
Images Seibersdorf (CIS) - Benchmark has been developed as a part of the MUSCLE benchmarking initiative (Nölle and Hanbury, 2006). It contains 693
coin types for training and testing. Each coin is represented by two 640 × 576 pixel images, whereas often the conveyor belt structure is clearly visible in the
background.
For deep learning, multiple images per class are
required. So, we had to restrict ourselves solely to
the classes with sufficient samples and treated each
coin side as an individual coin class. We collected
275 coin classes with at least 15 sample images, 10
for training and at least 5 remaining samples to validate / test, which is still a rather scarce class representation. All together, we had 2750 training and 5478
test images. The coins were cropped and rescaled to
256 × 256 pixels.While cropping eliminates the deceptive background, it focuses the neural networks’
attention to the coins’ pure die patterns. Moreover,
we normalized the images by mean and standard deviation and set all background pixels to zero.
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3

DATA AUGMENTATION IS
ESSENTIAL

With only 10 images per coin class, a lot of information was missing in our training image set, most notably the rotational variation. During acquisition, the
coins had been acquired at random rotation angles.
A machine learning model for handling coin images
must be rotational invariant, which is commonly accomplished by image augmentation. Each coin image is algorithmically rotated by a random angle each
time it is touched during the training process. In this
way, rotation invariant feature codes are learned.
While rotational augmentation is a key step for
training a rotation invariant classification system, exactly that is where we encountered a crucial pitfall: a
wrong choice of interpolation method causes a slight
distortion of the augmentation data w.r.t. the original image data. In the inference phase, only unrotated
images would be processed. Eventually, that difference causes deviations in the feature space between
augmented and un-augmented images, which leads to
declined classification accuracies (see Sec. 5).

4

A NOVELTY-AWARE COIN
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

Our concept of a novelty-aware coin classification
system consists of two major parts:
• Feature model and
• Cluster model (in feature space).
The feature model (Sec. 4.1) is learned with triplet
learning to obtain an appropriate feature space, where
coins cluster together class by class, i.e. the similarity
of coin dies is reflected by the L2 distance of coin
images’ feature vectors in that feature space.
Based on those coin features, a cluster model
(Sec. 4.2) can be developed enabling distancebased classification by measuring the distances w.r.t.
coin class clusters in that feature space. Noveltyawareness is inherently achievable, as coin features of
not trained classes would comprise a significant larger
distance to their closest clusters than the cluster members mutually have.
For both models, algorithmic rotational augmentation of the training images is a critical ingredient,
which is required to ensure the entire system’s rotational invariance.

4.1 Data-appropriate Feature Model
The triplet loss was introduced independently of neural networks (Chechik et al., 2010). We give a formulation for the L2 -norm, but any norm is applicable:
trip

L2

= ∑ max{0, M − ||ai − ni ||2 + ||ai − pi ||2 }. (1)
i
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Anchor
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Figure 2: Visualization borrowed from and caption freely
after (Schroff et al., 2015): the Triplet Loss minimizes the
distance between an anchor and a positive, both of the same
object (coin) class, and maximizes the distance between the
anchor and a negative of a different object (coin) class.

The sum in Equ. 1 is taken over a batch of triplets
(ai , pi , ni ), where ai is the triplet’s anchor, i.e. a sample of a certain class. An anchor is compared to a
negative ni (a sample of a different class) and a positive pi (a different sample, but of the same class).
trip
L2 shall be minimized, that means positives shall be
dragged nearer to the anchors, while negatives shall
be dragged away from them (Fig. 2). M serves as a
safety margin.
Since we aim to learn CNN features with optimized triplet loss, we have to consider the CNN function in the formulation of Equ. 1. Let fΞ : Rn → Rm be
a function from the n-dim image space to the m-dim
feature space represented by a CNN with parameters
Ξ. Then the triplet loss is:
trip

L2

= ∑ max{0, . . .
i

. . . M − || fΞ (ai ) − fΞ (ni )||2 + || fΞ (ai ) − fΞ (pi )||2 },
(2)
with ai , ni , pi ∈ Rn , i.e. anchors, negatives, and positives being coin images. We found M = 1 to be an
optimal margin. As outlined in (Wang et al., 2017),
the features have to be L2 -normalized for triplet learning ( fΞ (x) ≡ 1). Thus we learn to project coin images
onto a unit hypersphere in the feature space in such a
way, that the coin images’ feature vectors cluster together class by class, where we found m = 256 to be
appropriate.
Note, as already argued in Sec. 3, we made extensive use of image augmentation of all training images,
whenever they were used in the triplet training phase.
389
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4.2

Cluster Model in Feature Space

Eventually, the CNN has converged and coin images
are projected to the unit hypersphere in the feature
space, where they form clusters class by class. In
order to be able to actually perform classification in
that feature space, a cluster model must be developed.
Such a cluster model requires to have a description of
each coin class cluster, so that the similarity / dissimilarity of a feature vector w.r.t. each class cluster can
be calculated.
In a first simple model, we decided to use Nearest
Centroid (NC) classification. For each cluster (each
coin class), we calculated the cluster’s center of gravity as the cluster’s prototype. A coin image’s feature
would be assigned to the class of the cluster with the
closest cluster (class) prototype.
Naturally, the feature vectors of the training images have to be used to derive those cluster prototypes for each coin class. Still, the computation of
the prototype should not only rely on those 10 original training images per class. A good description of
the clusters’ shapes in the feature space should as well
take feature positions of rotated versions of the training images into account. That would make the descriptions more explicit in terms of possible cluster
memberships. Hence, like for the training procedure
of the CNN, also for setting up the cluster model, augmentation is required.
For a better cluster model, i.e. a better approximation of the clusters’ shapes, we used probabilistic Principle Components Analysis (PCA) (Tipping
and Bishop, 1999). There, PCA is formulated within
a maximum-likelihood framework, based on a specific form of a Gaussian latent variable model, which
leads to a well-defined mixture model for probabilistic PCA. We used that method with local dimensionality reduction for cluster description in the feature
space. We found that by means of a 10D PCA latent subspace of the triplet feature space, each cluster
could be modeled in a characteristic way.

5

EXPERIMENTS

To compare the effects of interpolation methods, we
trained three triplet CNNs1 (Sec. 4.1), each with a dif1 All CNNs have the same VGG*-inspired (Simonyan
and Zisserman, 2014) architecture, i.e. 5 conv. blocks, each
block with 2 conv. layers with ReLU and batchnorm, each
block followed by spatial downsampling by 2 and doubling
the number of feature maps. Finally, one conv. layer projecting to the 256D triplet feature space. Processing was
performed with TensorFlow 1.13.1 (Abadi et al., 2015) on
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ferent interpolation method for rotationally augmenting the training data (coin images), i.e. NEAREST
(neighbor), LINEAR (i.e. bilinear, from 2 × 2 neighbor pixels), and BICUBIC (from 4 × 4 neighbor pixels) interpolations2 . We refer to the corresponding
CNNs as
• NEAREST CNN,
• LINEAR CNN, and
• BICUBIC CNN.
As outlined in Sec. 4.2, we also need to use augmented training data for obtaining a possibly rotational invariant cluster model as basis for distancebased classification in those triplet feature spaces.
Also for that second augmentation step, we applied
NEAREST (neighbor), LINEAR, and BICUBIC interpolations, in fact for the feature spaces of each of
the 3 triplet CNNs. So that we obtained 9 different
cluster models to be compared. To ensure a fluid presentation, we introduce a naming convention of abbreviations to refer to the individual cluster models
in Tab. 1.
We performed two types of analyses in order to
compare the effects of interpolation methods in triplet
training and cluster modeling:
• assessing the quality of class by class training cluster separation in the features spaces
(Sec. 5.1), and
• determining distance-based classification accuracies (Sec. 5.2) on the basis of the 9 cluster models.

5.1 Influence of Interpolation on
Cluster Separation
For each of the 9 cluster models, we aim to determine how well the features of the training images
are clustered on the hypersphere in the feature space.
Let F train be the set of features obtained by processing the original training images through a triplet
CNN. As basis for calculating the cluster model,
we rotated each training image by rotational angles
Ψ = {0◦ , 15◦ , 30◦ , ..., 345◦ }, whereas ψ = 0 represents no rotation. A set of features for one triplet CNN
obtained for such an augmented training set will be referred to as FΨtrain . Note, that F train ⊂ FΨtrain . That augmentation step was performed for NEAREST (neighbor), LINEAR, and BICUBIC interpolations, yielding
9 types of FΨtrain sets (see Tab. 1).
Optimally, the feature sets FΨtrain form compact, well-separated clusters class by class. The
an NVIDIA Titan RTX gpu.
2 For all interpolation operations, we used OpenCV 4.1.0
algorithms (Bradski, 2000).
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Table 1: Naming convention to refer to the analyzed 9 different cluster models by abbreviations. The columns represent the 3
different triplet CNNs and stand for the interpolation methods used for augmentation in the respective triplet training stages.
The rows represent interpolation methods used for augmentation in the cluster modeling steps.

naming convention
for interp. method
comb. in augm. steps
NO augm.
NEAREST
LINEAR
BICUBIC

triplet (feature) learning
NEAREST LINEAR BICUBIC
CNN
CNN
CNN
NEA/NO
LIN/NO
BIC/NO
NEA/NEA LIN/NEA BIC/NEA
NEA/LIN
LIN/LIN
BIC/LIN
NEA/BIC
LIN/BIC
BIC/BIC

General Discrimination Value (GDV), introduced
by (Schilling et al., 2018), is a measure for assessing
how well data classes / clusters are separated. The
GDV is a combination of averaged intra-class and
inter-class distances into a single value. The smaller
the GDV of a data set, the better the cluster separation. A value ≤ 0 is desirable, −1 is considered very
good separation.
Tab. 2 shows the GDV for all 9 cluster models.
Following observations can be made:
• optimal cluster separation is achieved for cluster
model NEA / NEA,
• GDV optima appear on / near the diagonal
(BIC/LIN only slightly better than BIC/BIC),
• along the diagonal, GDV aggravates with increasing interpolation order,
• GDV for F train and FΨtrain are equal only for
NEA / NEA cluster model (!), or in other words,
• the use of any interpolation method other than
NEAREST in triplet learning or cluster modeling
causes a worse GDV for FΨtrain compared to F train .
Note, that for NEA / NEA, despite of augmentation,
the separation quality is preserved w.r.t. the original images’ feature distribution. We ascribe the deterioration of cluster separation quality for LINEAR
and BICUBIC interpolations to the image smoothing
and overshooting effects due to local weighted averaging of pixel values, whereas in NEAREST interpolation only original pixel values are sampled. Interpolation artifacts apparently change the image distributions and cause the CNN filter kernels to respond to
different levels of image sharpness.

5.2

Effects of Interpolation on
Distance-based Classification

The analysis of the separation quality of the coin class
clusters in the individual features spaces revealed that
higher order interpolation methods in augmentation
operations alter the distributions of training image

features in the triplet feature spaces. But how does
that actually affect classification performance? We
conducted distance-based classification experiments
on the cluster models from Sec. 5.1, whereas we investigated following classification strategies:
• Nearest Centroid (NC) based on L2 norm,
• max. PCA scores, essentially indicating Mahalanobis distances w.r.t. cluster centroids.
While NC assumes circular and equally large cluster
distributions of features around the respective cluster
centers in the feature space, PCA also takes into account that those cluster shapes probably might comprise different variances along different dimensions.
Moreover, PCA allows for further dimensionality reduction w.r.t. the feature space. In our experiments, a
sub-space dimension of 10 was appropriate. We used
the probabilistic PCA method of (Tipping and Bishop,
1999), which yields cluster membership likelihoods
rather than explicit Mahalanobis distances by evaluating a certain latent space formulation with an EM
optimizer.
5.2.1

Classification Performances for Different
Interpolation Methods in Augmentation

We determined classification accurracies for the training images as well as the test set, which has not been
used either in triplet training or for cluster modeling.
In order to contrast different influences of interpolation artifacts, we generated augmented data sets for
training and test images. We did that in the same
fashion as described for cluster modeling. However,
here we used a different set of image rotation angles Φ = {0◦ , 10◦ , 20◦ , ..., 360◦ }, i.e. angle step of
10◦ . Consequently, F train ⊂ FΦtrain represent features
of original training images and feature vectors obtained for augmented training images, respectively.
Knowing full well, that, for a real-world system, rotational augmentation only makes sense for training
images, we also augmented the test images yielding
F test ⊂ FΦtest . So we were able to measure interpola391
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Table 2: GDV for the 9 different cluster models. Columns represent the 3 triplet CNNs trained with different interpolation
methods in augmentation. The rows represent interpolation methods used to calculate F train and FΨtrain for cluster modeling.

augm. interp. meth.,
triplet learning and
cluster modeling
F train - NO augm.
FΨtrain - NEAREST
FΨtrain - LINEAR
FΨtrain - BICUBIC

triplet (feature) learning
NEAREST LINEAR BICUBIC
CNN
CNN
CNN
-0.578
-0.566
-0.567
-0.578
-0.555
-0.530
-0.548
-0.561
-0.556
-0.533
-0.539
-0.554

tion effects on data, that have not been involved in any
part of the training phase.
First, we took a look at the achievable NC classification accuracies of FΦtrain and FΦtest for the 9 different
cluster models (Tab. 3).
Similar points can be recognized as already observed for GDV. All observations hold true for training and test data, i.e. FΦtrain and FΦtest , respectively:
• highest classification accuracies are achieved for
the NEA / NEA cluster model,
• classification optima appear on / near the diagonal (again, BIC / LIN is slightly better than
BIC / BIC),
• along the diagonal, higher interpolation orders entail worse classification accuracies.
Obviously, the presence of interpolation artifacts in
the course of augmentation directly affects the NC
classification performances negatively.
Tab. 4 shows the respective recognition rates for
PCA classification based on maximization of cluster
membership likelihoods. In contrast is to be recognized:
• training accuracies are all equal and almost perfect,
• test accuracies are significantly improved in all
cases,
• LIN / LIN cluster model performs equally well as
NEA / NEA,
• still, mixing interpolation methods in triplet learning and cluster modeling tendentiously causes
losses in classification accuracies.
Evidently, the effects of higher order interpolation on
the cluster’ distributions in the feature spaces can be
factored out by PCA to a significant amount by focusing on those dimensions that contain most of the
clusters’ variances.
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5.2.2 No Interpolation Artifacts vs.
Interpolation Artifacts
We split the augmentation angle set Φ and extracted
the set of angles, which are integer multiples of 90◦ ,
i.e. Φmult90 ⊂ Φ. For those angles, no interpolation
method causes smoothing or ringing on accordingly
rotated images due to the accordance of pixel grid positions in the original and rotated images. Naturally,
the complementary set Φ \ Φmult90 contains rotation
angles ensuing various amounts of interpolation artifacts. Note, that |Φ \ Φmult90 | >> |Φmult90 |. By processing the augmented images through a triplet CNN,
train
, FΦtest
,
we obtain feature vectors FΦtrain
, FΦ\Φ
mult90
mult90
mult90
test
, which refer to images with and without inFΦ\Φ
mult90
terpolation artifacts, respectively.
For that last experiment, we solely present the NC
classification accuracies in Tab. 5, whereas the same
interpolation methods were used in triplet learning
and cluster modeling. Following observations hold
true for training and test images, F∗train and F∗test , respectively:
• equal classification results for both types of
interpolation angles are only achieved for the
NEA / NEA cluster model, while
• higher order interpolation methods show significant worse performances for rotation angles
ϕ ∈ Φmult90 .
Since the Φ \ Φmult90 features outweigh the Φmult90
features, the cluster models predominantly rather represent their distributions in the feature spaces. A
worse classification rate for FΦtrain
and FΦtest
indimult90
mult90
cates, that features of images with no interpolation artifacts at least slightly deviate from that cluster model.
Another indication that the higher order interpolation
methods contort the underlying image distributions.
In the inference phase, where no augmentation takes
place, a diminished classification performance is to
be expected, when interpolation methods other than
NEAREST are used for augmentation operations.
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Table 3: NC classification accuracies for the 9 different cluster models. Columns represent the 3 triplet CNNs. The rows
represent interpolation methods used to calculate FΦtrain and FΦtest for cluster modeling.

augm. interp. meth.,
triplet learning and
cluster modeling
NEAREST
LINEAR
BICUBIC

triplet (feature) learning
NEAREST CNN LINEAR CNN BICUBIC CNN
FΦtrain / FΦtest
FΦtrain / FΦtest
FΦtrain / FΦtest
0.953 / 0.891
0.927 / 0.867
0.912 / 0.848
0.911 / 0.839
0.939 / 0.874
0.939 / 0.874
0.887 / 0.815
0.897 / 0.835
0.933 / 0.871

clust.

PCA

Table 4: PCA classification accuracies for the 9 different cluster models. Columns represent the 3 triplet CNNs. The rows
represent interpolation methods used to calculate FΦtrain and FΦtest for cluster modeling.

augm. interp. meth.,
triplet learning and
cluster modeling
NEAREST
LINEAR
BICUBIC

triplet (feature) learning
NEAREST CNN LINEAR CNN BICUBIC CNN
FΦtrain / FΦtest
FΦtrain / FΦtest
FΦtrain / FΦtest
0.999 / 0.928
0.999 / 0.923
0.999 / 0.918
0.999 / 0.916
0.999 / 0.928
0.999 / 0.926
0.999 / 0.914
0.999 / 0.920
0.999 / 0.924

Table 5: Separate evaluation of NC classification accuracies for features from augmentation images according to rotation
angles ϕ ∈ Φmult90 and ϕ ∈ Φ \ Φmult90 . Configuration naming according to Tab. 1.

Cluster model
acc. to augm.
configuration
NEA / NEA
LIN / LIN
BIC / BIC

6

train
FΦ\Φ

NC classification accuracies
test
FΦtrain
FΦ\Φ
FΦtest
mult90
mult90

mult90

0.95
0.96
0.96

CONCLUSIONS

We conducted a case study for evaluating the usefulness of deep embedding learning for generating advantageous feature distributions of modern coin images with a CNN, i.e. triplet learning. Our initial goal
was to achieve features that cluster together class by
class, whereas coin class membership is represented
by feature vector proximity in the feature space. Consequently, as distance-based classification system was
feasible, which also comprised a certain degree of
novelty-awareness. However, for training such a coin
classification system, extensive use of image augmentation is required in order to achieve rotation invariance. That algorithmic image rotation involves interpolation operations which cause different types and
amounts of interpolation errors around each pixel. In
conventional image processing, one strives to choose
a possibly high degree of interpolation to achieve a
realistic impression, but linear and bicubic interpolations produce certain amounts of smoothing and / or
ringing artifacts.
As desired as higher order interpolation is in conventional image processing, we found that in deep

mult90

0.95
0.80
0.79

0.89
0.89
0.90

0.89
0.75
0.71

embedding learning it tends to change the images’
distributions. That distortion may be small, but definitely measurable when it comes to fitting cluster models to the coin classes in the CNN feature
space. Those respective interpolation errors, introduced through image rotation in the course of augmentation, obviously cause slightly different CNN filter responses. Those alter the resulting feature vectors’ positions in the feature space.
Augmentation is only required in the training
phase. In inference, the input images would not be
rotated at all, but plainly processed through the system. If the augmentation in the training phase had
altered the expected image distribution, the system
would comprise an unknown bias compromising its
accuracy and reliability.
We showed effects of different interpolation methods on the quality of cluster separation in triplet feature spaces and demonstrated that those transfer to diminished classification accuracies.
However, there is a simple and computationally
performant way to conserve the original images’ distribution during augmentation in the first place: using
nearest neighbor interpolation. Nearest neighbor in393
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terpolation merely re-samples the pixel values from
the original pixel value set, so that no smoothing or
ringing artifacts are produced. Nearest neighbor interpolation demonstrably preserves the distribution of
augmentation images within the original image distribution, which is apparent in preserved feature separation quality and classification capability.
It is not surprising news that one has to be very
thorough compiling and maintaining a training data
set for a deep learning system. But, since CNNs
are very powerful approximators of high-dimensional
data distributions, one has also to be wary when
choosing an interpolation method for image augmentation. We showed that the wrong choice leads to deviations w.r.t. the original image distributions, causing distortions of the feature distributions, which directly affect classification performance and system reliability.
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